SALUTE 2021

Editor Dan introduces our coverage of Salute 2021, before taking you on a
tour of some of our favourite games and hearing from some of the traders.

Wargames Illustrated have been attending Salute since 1988;
it has been such a rock in our wargames calendar that when
April 2020 rolled around, and we were not heading down to the
ExCeL exhibition centre in London, we didn’t quite know what
to do with ourselves.
‘Luckily’ the whole world was in a similar state of flux, which
meant the situation was easier to comprehend. When Salute
2020 did finally arrive, in November 2021 (!?), it felt a bit
like our body clocks had been knocked out of kilter by a good
seven months, and in the build-up to the show that sense of
discombobulation was amplified by rumours regarding the
number of traders that were pulling out. Was the whole thing
going to be a damp squib? Only time would tell. When Team
Wi had finished set up on the morning of the show, we strained
our eyes to take in the dimly lit aircraft hangar of an exhibition
centre around us, and it was apparent that something was up.
We had already been given the “good news” that we could
expand our stand 50 feet to the left due to Mierce Miniatures and
Wargamer Poland not attending, and these were just two of the
trader gaps around the hall. But what was more striking was the

lack of gaming tables, both demo and participation. It seemed
like plenty of clubs had turned up with their well-prepared
games, but the ‘no-show’ by many of the companies meant
the hall was sadly lacking in the showcase games these traders
usually bring along. These trader display games have become a
big feature at Salute over recent years, and their absence really
underlined the importance of these games to the healthy look of
the convention.
As a spectacle Salute 2021, aka Salute 2020, aka Salute 49, was
a victim of adversity. But that is in no way a slight on the South
London Warlords for their efforts in presenting the show, and
definitely not on those club members and demo gamers who
braved Covid restrictions, rising costs, and a sense of foreboding
to entertain the Salute going public.
Although there were slim pickings for us to report on with
regard to great looking games, we did still find several oases in
the desert for you to view and enjoy, and we would also like to
point you in the direction of our YouTube channel where you
will find video footage, including interviews with the men and
women behind the tabletops.
Two sides of the same story. Looking below you can see
there were less attendees, traders, and games than usual at
ExCeL this year. But, looking left, there was still enough of a
‘buzz’, with plenty to see and buy.

ANSCHLUSS WARGAMES - PANZER LEHR COUNTER ATTACKS, 11 JULY 1944
It’s hard not to love a game with a periscope, and although it wasn’t essential for play, it was great to be able to have a Sherman
Tanker’s eye view of this bocage heavy tabletop, which portrayed a German Kampfgruppe’s counter-attack on the US 39th Infantry
Regiment during the battle for Normandy.
Smaller scale (smaller than 28mm that is) WWII was quite the thing at this year’s Salute, and this game used 12mm figures from
a variety of manufacturers, including Victrix, Pendraken, and Arrowhead. The rules used were The War on the Ground, WWII
battalion level, by Anschluss Publishing.
The table represented 2kms by 1.2kms and was based on an original American map survey of the area done at the time. Every hedge
was exactly as it was in 1944 and the buildings constructed based on various after battle photos. Even the periscopes were authentic
- one had seen action in a Sherman Tank that fought during Operation Cobra, 1944, and bore the scars of combat.
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Representing 2 x 1.2 kms of Normandy
countryside, this great looking table was an
accurate representation of a 1944 US map survey.

Above: Ultimate authenticity, including
1930s - 40s French concrete telegraph poles.

Above: Up periscope! Using original
Sherman periscopes, players could get
a Tanker’s eye view of the tabletop.

Below: Can you spot the anachronism?
Watch our YouTube video for the answer....

Above: American P47 Fighter Bombers. In the actual battle
they attacked the German column repeatedly but did very little
damage. Models by Corgi and Revell.

SHow report

“All the hedges are exactly where they were at the battle in 1944.”

MORE ON THE MODEL
Not only can you take a video
tour of this great table via the
Salute coverage on our YouTube
channel, you can
also read more about
its construction
in Wi Bite-Size 1
accessible via
The Vault.

LOUGHTON STRIKE FORCE - FIRE ON THE VOLGA

“It was built specifically for Salute, giving people coming up to the table an eye-level view.”
Designed specifically with Salute in mind, this ‘Best of Show’ award winning table was constructed
at the requisite height to be viewable by Salute attendees without the need to stoop in order to get
a soldier’s eye view of the action. Combining two games in one, the mechanics of the boardgame
Pavlov’s House were used to incorporate elements, such as support, artillery, and the command and
signal structure, whilst Dave Brown’s ‘O’ Group rules dealt with close quarters combat.
The action centred around the Wehrmacht’s assault on the fortified apartment block known as Pavlov’s
house (and surrounding area) during the Battle of Stalingrad, 1942.
All the scenario specific buildings were scratch built using laser cut MDF by the mastermind behind
the project, Martin Stanbridge. Several were constructed in cross-section to allow for viewers to take a
look inside.
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Martin told us “the table harks back to my childhood memories of going round museums, seeing
fabulous models in profile and being able to study the collection of diorama-like ‘moments’ in detail.”
It certainly was a table with a great deal of detail. Mike pointed to the lorry falling from the jetty and
large ship keelling over in the water as a couple of his favourites.

Above: Cross-section buildings
allowed for internal viewing.

Above: The ‘Best Game in Show’ award
winning table in all its elevated glory.

Above: Viewers had a great groundeye view of the action.

Above: It’s all going on on the Volga
as Russian Reinforcements arrive.

Above: Great detail on the buildings
- mostly unique laser cut MDF.

Above: A Russian truck takes a hit in
one of the many on-table mini dioramas.

BUNNY BADGER GAMES - TRUMPOCALYPSE

“We’ve stuck by our motto of gags per square inch. How many gags per
square inch? Several. That’s official. It’s just a lot of fun and we’ve crammed
in as many memes as we can from the 2020 election.”
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Bunny Badger Games, a spin off from Frothers Unite, brought the Trumpocalypse
to Salute! Their skirmish game took a satirical spin on the events of the 2020 US
election, drew a great deal of attention, and won them the Most Innovative Game
Award for the second Salute in a row.
This year’s madcap participation game continued their political farce theme
(last show, players had to Escape From Brexit) and pitted Republicans against
Democrats. Simple skirmish rules combined with escape room goals as players
searched buildings, found items, and figured out how to use them to escape across
the border to Mexico.

Above: The Republican Tea Party Elephant
stampedes by the collapsed Hillary pillory.

Some of the standout models in play included Donny’s bum basket (floating above
the table and sculpted by a friend from Finland who brought it over himself), the
Republican Tea Party riding on an elephant, and Power Armour Obama (a figure
you can buy from Hasslefree miniatures).

Above: Close up on the action in the middle of the board.

CONSULTING WITH THE EXPERT FOR
GAMING PERFECTION
The Trumpocalypse was played with homebrew skirmish
rules adapted from their previous game - Escape
from Brexit - designed by Ben Brownlie and Anthony
Waddington. After the success of Escape from Brexit, the
duo didn’t rest on their laurels and consulted with Count
Binface himself to get his abilities just right!
If you’d like to get hold of the rules, you can track them
down at Bunny Badger Games’ Twitter: @BunnyBadger_

Above: A lot of action was packed onto the 2x2 Trumpocalypse table.
Below: Things hot up
as participants clash
around the parking lot
of the Four Seasons …
Total Landscaping.

SKIRMISH WARGAMES - VIVA MEXICO! THE BATTLE FOR MEXICO 1915
Skirmish Wargames showed off a 54mm game set during the Mexican Revolution - a conflict that included a mixture of
19th and 20th Century weapons: basic lever action rifles, light machine guns and sub machine guns, dynamite, armoured
cars, and even trains modified into armoured vehicles were present on the tabletop!
This is a game built over decades. The 54mm figures are all conversions that started out as models from Britains, Armies
in Miniature, and Steve Western Games. The buildings were made from polystyrene about 30 years ago and have stood
the test of time thanks to a coating of a plastic bonded ceiling paint. The impressive train began its life as a kit that was
purchased from America in the 1970s!

Right: The
train’s looking
rather good
considering
its decades of
service!

Left: The attackers
are split into
different units, and
their attrition builds
as they take hits.

GAMING THE MEXICAN REVOLUTION AT HOME
The Wargamer’s Guide to the Mexican Revolution is a new book from
Partizan Press, written by Mike Blake (who built and painted most of the
figures seen on this table), and is designed to give wargamers everything
they need to fight this period. That includes modifications to the Black
Powder rules, penned by Chris Swan (who made this table’s terrain and
told us all about the game), to act as an easy gaming introduction.
If you want something a bit more specialised, look out for Chris’s new
book - La Cucaracha - soon to be released by Partizan Press. These rules
are tuned to the period, include all the exciting weaponry and transport
options, and were used by the four players who took part in this impressive
looking participation game. Chris told us:

Below: At the
midway point, the
government forces
have reached the rebel
garrison and attempt to
overrun its walls. But
reinforcements are on
the way, backed up by
Francisco ‘Pancho’
Villa himself.

“You can use any scale of figures you want because you use units that have
their own abilities. You don’t remove individual figures; it’s the unit that
counts, and as they take hits their ability to resist damage gradually gets
worn down. At zero hits remaining, they get shaken and are less likely to
follow orders, so you need to use leaders to rally them.

Right: A table so tall we totally failed to get
the airship floating above it into our shots!

THE LONDON WARGAMING GUILD
- WHAT A TANKER

Best
Participation
Game

“The London Scottish Party Barge has
been the most popular choice. The London
Scottish rugby team has nicked a Dutch
barge, filled it with beer, and are now
booze cruising down the Thames, firing
anti-tank rifles at everybody they can.
It’s not very good but it’s really fun!”
The worthy winner of this year’s Best
Participation Game award was surrounded
by noisy, grinning, enthusiastic players
all day. People were drawn in by Tower
Bridge’s eye-catching verticality and kept
firmly rooted boardside by the enthusiasm
of the London Wargaming Guild members
running the game and the madcap vehicular
mayhem being played out.
There’s an alternative history behind it all
- Edward VIII insists on marrying Wallis
Simpson, refuses to abdicate, and prompts a
civil war in 1936 - but the creators admitted
it was just an excuse to put a glorious mix of
armoured vehicles on the tabletop.
The game uses a stripped-down version of
Too Fat Lardies’ What a Tanker rules with
each player choosing one vehicle to use. The
aims were for people to survive for about 15
minutes and anyone of any age to be able
to join in. That didn’t stop one participant
lasting an unprecedented two hours in their
T28 Super Heavy tank as they used up every
bit of their wargaming luck in one session!
The Guild members dug deep into their
collections, picking favourites they already
had, or making new, wilder creations such
as a weaponised canal boat. As is quite
traditional for many Salute tables, things
were finished off in the early hours and paint
was barely dry on some of the tanks and
terrain as the show began.

Above: The Best
Participation Game award sits
atop Tower Bridge, which was
created by Guild member Jack
Silbey with his laser cutter.

Above: Much of the terrain feels like
it’s taken from the area around ExCeL
- London’s Docklands.

Above: Some of the destroyed and
discarded vehicles - players could take
control of factions from the Conservatives,
fascists, communists, socialists, French
intervention force, and more.
Left: Narrow waterways and
jetties made for tricky traversal.
They were made with MDF kits
from companies, such as Sarissa,
or from scratch.

A TRADER’S EYE VIEW OF THE SHOW
We spoke to Annie Norman about
Bad Squiddo’s first post-Lockdown
show and what’s next in the range.
Wargames Illustrated: How’s
everything been so far?
Annie Norman: Very busy all day,
which has been great. With the show
being at a different time of year it’s
been a bit emptier, and I think the
overall numbers have been down, but
from those lower numbers many people
seem to have headed to Bad Squiddo.
We’ve got our balloon arch - the talk
of the show - that draws people in;
then there are the awesome miniatures
underneath to keep them here. It’s
wicked to be back at a show after so
long. Everyone’s incredibly positive and
I think people are just happy to be out
for a change!
Wi: This is the first post-Lockdown
show for you. Has it been a bit of
a mission?
AN: Yeah, it’s been 18 months or so
and I’ve had to remember how to do
it again. But it’s been great; I feel
supercharged from people coming up
all day, saying what they like about the
range and that the minis have had a
positive impact on them. We’ve got the
colouring-in stand too where people can
sit down and just colour in something

with no pressure - it’s not a demo game,
you’re not being sold something, you
can relax … and be subliminally sold
something! [laughs]
Wi: Was it a rush to get lots of new
figures together?
AN: Yeah, all kinds of new things, some
World War Two Soviets [Reviewed in
Observation Post - Ed] and other new
stuff, but because of no shows in so
long it was hard to work out what to
bring spares of. I’ve forgotten what
people like to pick up at events. That’ll
be fun to investigate and see what’s
been most popular.
Wi: When Bad Squiddo started it was
with less historical figures but that
really seems to have changed now.
AN: I had zero interest in the historical
side when I started, but the relatability
of women’s experiences grabbed my
interest and from there my research
went wider. I have gotten really into
it. It started with the Shieldmaidens
because I was playing SAGA, but
I never imagined I’d end up doing
WWII at all, let alone it becoming my
favourite range.
Wi: What’s next for Bad Squiddo?
AN: The next big project is World War
Two Germans; that’s something I’ve

been researching for so long and I’m
very excited about it. Recently I’ve been
learning about the German resistance.
I love making the miniatures, but it’s
also a chance to fill some of the gaps in
the wider history and shine a light on
forgotten women around the world who
were involved in the war.
We do a community miniatures project
too - it was supposed to be a small
sideline but it was a bit too successful
- and that’s going to become almost a
regular event where people vote for the
figures they want to see. It’s a chance
to do individuals - named people from
history - without the need to back them
up with full ranges. People always
come up to me at shows like this with
suggestions for figures and that’s great,
but the process is quite expensive and
takes a while. With the community
project it’s driven by them; if enough
people vote it will get made. In the
Facebook group, there’s a poll and
people sometimes start to campaign
for their favourites, which results in
everyone educating each other. The
whole company is moving from one
thing to another quite organically and
it’s exciting.

SEEN AT SALUTE
CROOKED DICE
We caught up with Karl Perrotton to see how things were going for his
company, Crooked Dice:
“We’ve been busy all day, brisk trade and the games are busy too. 7TV:
Fantasy came out over the summer, so we’re showing that off today, but we’re
also demoing 7TV: Pulp. We released that the summer before lockdown began,
so it has never been to Salute either. We’ve doubled up!”
‘New things from almost two years ago’ was a bit of a trend at the show
(check out the Twilight table over the page for example) and many companies
seemed relieved and excited to be back out there selling their wares.

Above: Soldier of Fortune Van, Alien
Invaders Jeep, and Alien Invaders Gun Jeep.

Karl hadn’t rested on his laurels though and had some show exclusives and
advanced releases, some of which are pictured here.

Above: Serpentman warrior and Serpentman Naga.

Above: The mighty Cyclops
towers over a 28mm figure.

Two Viking Houses, side-by-side, painted by Mike Anderson.

RENEDRA
Renedra’s Tony Ardener was excited to show off his
latest terrain creation, the Viking House, which is
something of a tester and could lead to more.

Right: Interior detail with the roof off.

Rather surprisingly, in this increasingly digital
age, all of Tony’s terrain masters are all still made
at 28mm scale using traditional methods. Some
Renedra terrain is digitally designed, such as the
Afghanistan to Middle East houses, but Tony’s
ranges (including Wi favourites the Ramshackle
Barn and House) are all made with basic physical
hobby supplies and years of experience.
We look at the Viking House in more detail on
page 17 where Marc shows you how to paint it
quickly with Citadel Contrast paints.

DAK ATTACK
Not all of Salute’s intriguing new releases are to be found in the hands of the official traders.
Occasionally someone will head to our Wargames Illustrated stand and drop off a self-published
set of rules or first release from their upcoming company. One that caught our eye this year was
DAK Attack, a ruleset for pitting the Afrika Corps against the LRDG, initially designed for solo
play but expanded for multiplayer games and campaigns in its final release. We dig into the book
in Observation Post on page 16.

WORLD OF TWILIGHT - THE CITY OF TAN

“I’ve been doing this since about 1998. I taught myself to sculpt so that I could bring
these stories to life. The first few models were sculpted in my parent’s house and cast
on the hob. Since then, it’s become a little more sophisticated!”
We took a departure from the military combat of the show to travel into the World of
Twilight’s land of Anyaral. This impressive board, which represents the city of Tan within
a trading region, has a participation game scenario to play on one side, but it is hard to
look away from the bustling city that spans the other half of the tabletop.
Above: The otter herder.

This otherworldly metropolis is mostly for atmosphere and storytelling purposes, so it
has been packed with civilian miniatures going about their daily business. They’ve been
arranged into charming vignettes, telling the stories of day-to-day life that occur in the
unique fantasy world of Anyaral.
The board started out as an illustration drawn by Twilight Owner and Sculptor Mike
Thorpe. Each year he takes part in the annual online art challenge called Inktober, and
he’s begun to connect it to his miniature range. Artists complete art each day in October
that is based on prompts, and Mike drew the city of Tan in 2018. His friend, Martin Clark,
declared that he was going to build it and a couple of years later that’s exactly what he did!
Using what Mike describes as ‘Martin’s magic’ (there’s no magic in the game, so maybe
this is to make up for it) the impressive display became a reality. Mike’s own Twilight
architecture has traditionally been developed from Pringles tubes, but Martin took it to the
next level, building his city up around various polystyrene cake-making blanks. A broad
selection of civilian figures from the Twilight range breathe life into the bustling city.
These civilian figures were due to be released at the previous Salute, but when the show
was cancelled Mike launched them in a Kickstarter campaign instead. Now, finally at
the show, the Civilians of Lanakar get their proper debut, fill up the board, and are all
available to buy.
The gaming side of things has a set of boats trying to reach the city while under attack
from Delgon raiders, and even there everything’s whimsical and charming looking.
War seems a little less emotionally devastating in the world of Twilight … it’s probably
because it has otter herders!

Above: Zhontain’s Juice Bar,
which you can read more about in
our mini review on the next page.

Below: The entrance to the city of Tan,
crawling with traders and other civilians.

Above: The varied animalistic denizens
of Anyaral head to the city gate.

Above: Mike’s art that inspired the board.

Right:
A bird’s
eye view
of the city
reveals
more
details
on the
rooftops.

ZHONTAIN’S JUICE BAR
This is a crisply cast resin kit that shows off much of what the Twilight range is about. It’s
not cheap at £22 but you get a solid chunk of material and good quality for your money.
We’ve come to expect tools of war when we see big kits featuring large beasts, but this defies
expectations; instead, a Vorall - a giant tortoise/dinosaur hybrid - serves delicious beverages
to the people of Anyaral from the juice bar on its back!
The bulk of the kit is taken up by the body of the Juice Bar; this is covered in barrels, urns,
containers, and fruit and veg. The detail’s captured perfectly in the casting, and this kit will
be a lot of fun to paint. A laser cut wooden base, head, tail, and sign make up the rest of the
Juice Bar.
The kit also includes Zhontain al Griba, the proprietor, ready to serve his customers. No base
for Zhontain but that’s probably our only criticism of an excellent looking resin multipart kit.

WYRE FOREST WARGAMES - THE BATTLE OF POLTAVA 1709
Small but perfectly formed best describes this game from Wyre Forest Wargames who deservedly won
themselves the runner up Best Game in Show for their efforts.
Would the Battle of Poltava, part of the Great Northern War, be any less disastrous for Sweden this time
around? That was in the hands of the players marching 6mm Baccus Swedish and Russian figures across the
magnificently detailed board.
Smaller scale games at Salute can sometimes get short shrift; they are not as instantly eye-catching as the
more vertically imposing 28mm games. They can be more difficult to photograph or film the details on too,
but what they lack in initial oomph, they more than make up for in detail and the things we can learn from our
eye in the sky vantage point.
The 6mm scale offers a wider view of battle, and this board’s terrain gave the players and observers the
chance to better understand the challenges the landscape and defences imposed on the Swedish force no
matter how strong their aggressive Gå På tactics may have been.
The size of Poltava Fortress, the villages that fell victim to the scorched earth Russian tactics, the massive
siege lines and redoubts, the Yakovetski forest, were all represented and a key part of gameplay, which used
Twilight of the Sun King rules.

Below: The stunning Russian Camp.

Right: The impressive Poltava Fortress.

Runner Up
Best Game
in Show

DRAGOONS FOR ALL!
Younger attendees who visited the game and
showed an interest were gifted with a painted
base of Dragoons and a quick history lesson
on the difference between a Dragoon and
a Standard Cavalry unit during the period.
Hopefully this will plant hobby seeds that
can grow into glorious, mighty (but still 6mm
scaled) historical wargaming oaks!

Below: A closer look at the details on Poltava Fortress with
defensive redoubts and burned villages in the background.

Below: The dense Yakovetski Forest, where some Swedish
troops got lost, and a fine looking Monastery in the foreground.
Above: The refight gets underway
with an impressive array of background
material beside the table.
Below: An incredible level of painting detail
was present on every 6mm Baccus figure.

IT’S NOT ALL ABOUT BIG BOARDS
SMALLER DISPLAYS AND DEMO GAMES
There are amazing big games at Salute, as you’ve just seen,
but the smaller tables look incredible too. Here’s a selection of
some standout displays and participation games, none of them
much bigger than 2Ꞌ x 2Ꞌ.
Right: Gringo 40s had some great displays
on their stand, including this one of their
Vietnam range figures on the advance.
Left: Modiphius Entertainment
brought an impressive Bleak Falls
Barrow table along to promote
their Elder Scrolls games.

Above: The Drowned Earth had
various fine looking boards, the biggest
of which was this 2Ꞌ x 2Ꞌ beauty.

Left: 7TV: Fantasy got its first outing
at the show and Crooked Dice fitted
plenty of terrain onto their two foot
square board.

Right: War World Gaming
showed off what their scenery can
do on some great looking boards.

Below: Moonstone not
only had great looking
demo boards, they also
had some fine headgear.

Above: Mini dioramas surround an
impressive tower in another Anyaral World
of Twilight display.

WHO RUNS THE SHOW?
Salute is a massive effort which comes together
thanks to the dedication of a small group of
people. The ’show’ began as an open day for the
South London Warlords wargames club back in
1972 (when the group was officially called The
South Bermondsey Military Modelling Society),
and despite Salute ballooning to the size of
an international trade conference, it is still a
club event organised and staffed by volunteers.
Those who bring Salute together and run the
event on the day should always be applauded,
especially in 2021 when everything they have
achieved has been made all the more difficult by
the Coronavirus Pandemic.

Left: Sunken streets are constructed
from TT Combat terrain to make this
great looking Carnevale board.

